Freshman
Start Strong: Activities are focused
on connecting freshmen to the
school and to each other.
Encouragement to make the right
choices and start accumulating A-G
credits.

Activities the Renaissance Way: Using the C2G model
melanie.lindsey@venturausd.org
Sophomore
Junior
Be The Change: Activities are
Assess the Possibilities: Activities
focused on stepping outside of
and prizes are focused on students
themselves and serving the
looking at after school possibilities.
community. Seeing themselves as
Prizes include registrations for ACT
powerful human beings who can
or SAT tests.
make the world a better place.

Senior
Finish Strong: All activities and
prizes are focused on motivating
seniors to make it to the end of the
year with good grades and a solid
GPA and to keep them wanting to
come to school.

Students receive raffle tickets for homework completed on time. Prizes include $5 gift cards, treats, smencils etc
Unused Renaissance cards are accepted by some teachers for extra credit. Or students can submit UNUSED cards into a raffle. This quarter we gave away a
Samsung Galaxy Tab.
All school Renaissance carnivals (which take the place of rallies at our school) include bounce houses, food, face painting, games, raffles and more.
Start Strong Launch:
Be The Change Project Launch:
September Smackdown
Finish Strong Launch:
Give out C2G bands (available from
Give out BTC bands
Rally to motivate seniors.
Jostens)
Sign Be The Change Banner
College Virtual Scavenger Hunt
Give brag tags
All freshmen sign cap and gown
Sign Finish Strong banner (from
Take picture with diploma
Guest speakers one per quarter
‘Unknown College' Fair Day
Jostens)
Treats
Rewards are connected to service
Give away SAT or ACT registrations
Pride lunch: to build spirit and
Caught reading drawings (part of
promote community after senior
BFYA project)
Goodie bags on presentation day
panorama is taken.
Celebration after presentations
Once a month recognition for Cs or
Thanksgiving Potluck with activities
better on tests in various classes.
Senior Coffee Bar – all seniors with
End of quarter raffle. Raffle tickets
no Ds or Fs right before Winter Break
given for academic behaviours.
SOAR (Seniors Only Academic Rally)
Prizes for binder checks.
-Weebil Game
Senior Motivation Lunch (quarter
Welcome to Quarter 4.
three)
College Acceptance Day
Senior BBQ
Senior Wishes

